Chapter 12 Tuition

Article 49 (Tuition Obligation) A student shall pay a specified sum as tuition during the registration period of each semester.

Article 50 (Notice of Tuition) The amount and the due date for payment of the tuition shall be announced publicly before the start of each semester.

Article 51 (Other Payments) Expenses on academic activities, trainings, and etc. may be collected separately as actual expense amount.

Article 52 (Return of Tuition) ① In the event that the paid amount is overly paid, the University shall return the corresponding amount.

② Conditions for the return of the paid tuition shall be held according to the "Rules on School Tuition and Admission Fees ".

Article 53 (Tuition Review Committee) ① The University shall establish a Tuition Review Committee comprised of faculty staffs, students and related experts to set the tuition of the University <newly established on Dec. 10, 2010>

② Details on composition, assignment and operation shall be separately set forth. <newly established on Dec. 10, 2010>